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The reversal of the magnetization using electrical currents has great potential in 
applications, such as magnetic memories, to tackle the challenges of increased power 
consumption and the limitations in the continued miniaturization of devices. Of great 
promise is the use of the phenomenon known as charge-to-spin conversion through the 
spin-orbit torque (SOT). This consists in a charge current that is converted into a transverse 
spin accumulation (taking advantage of the spin-orbit coupling in materials or at 
interfaces), which in turn creates a torque on the magnetization. For large enough torques, 
the electric switching of the magnetization is achieved, opening a path for the next 
generation of devices with improved efficiency and much lower power dissipation. 
 
In this work, we study the charge-to-spin conversion in heterostructures containing 2D 
materials. In particular, we measure the spin-orbit torque ferromagnetic resonance (SOT-
FMR) in MoS2/Al/ferromagnet stacks, with Al layers of different thickness (0 to 10nm), and 
also study the effect of the introduction of graphene between the MoS2 and the Al. The 
introduction of a metallic or graphene layer at the interface between MoS2 and the 
ferromagnet is expected to be advantageous to prevent the diffusion of volatile elements 
into the ferromagnet. Additionally, the proximity effect in graphene/MoS2, already 
demonstrated in lateral devices [1], is expected to lead to a charge-to-spin conversion 
efficiency close to unity and to rich spin textures [2].  
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Figure 1: (a) Image of a coplanar waveguide used for SOT-FMR measurements; (b) Graph 
comparing the magnetization and Gilbert damping parameter of different tested devices (of 
different tested structures), both extracted from SOT-FMR. 


